
Invesiing in People
and Growth

A vell-edticired, healthy work force is essential for primary and lower secondary enrolilmeit, high levels of
econiomic growth. Here the transitioni economies literacy compared with countries at similar incomes (and
have a strong foUn(dation on which to build. As sometimiles with those wvith much highier income), and

the I n troduction noted, high quality of and g,ood access to i m pressive levels of basic numeracy and engineering skills.
hasic educationi and health care were two of the prroudest Access was relatively equitable, for girls as well as for
achievemilenits of central planning. Yet the health care and boy s-a major achievement given the powerful effect of
education) systems that transition governimlents inhierited equal education on overall health and productivity. In
were btiilt to fit the rigid envirornment of a coiimand China, toO, levels of educational attainment were-and
econollV, not the more flexible and ever-changinig de- are-impressive by developing country stanidards.
mand(is of freely competitive markets. Refor m of education Given these successes, and given the manv other
is therefore needed, both to give workers more transfer- demands on policymakers during transitiol, one might
able, m.irketable skills and to develop informed citizeis, think that educationi reforimi is one policv that govern-
capable of participating actively in civil societv. Refoim of ments could afford to ptit on hold. But reform of educa-
the health care system is needed to raise life expectanicy tion is needed, dud uigently. Flirst, the inilerited education
and to redLice the burden of disease and injury, contribut- system was highly inefficienIt even In the context of central
ing both to productivity and the qualitV o' lifC. The trick plinning. The scate financed education on the basis of
for governmeits will be to reshalpe health care and educa- rigid formulaLs, allocdting resources without regard to
tion to meet the demands of a new econiomilc system witih- studnilt or employer demand. And although the provision
out chiowinig away the achievetictics oft the old, of education was for the most part a public moniopoly,

it was pooriv coordiniated. Programs for professional
Reshaping skills

development were fragmented, and scarce resources were
The primary purpose of the educatioi ssstem is to impart often wasted on duplicationi of facilities. as each enterprise
kno,wledge and skills and, juist as important, to tranismit and miniistrv developed its own. Nor did administrators
certanll values. The restiltinig education package will vary or treachers have any incentive to use resotirces efficiently.
enormously across counitries and cultures. Achieving thie The result was gross overstaffing and high ullit costs. In
primary objectixe invoICes d numIber of stibsidiary ones: many v.iys the education system--like the health system,
equitable access to educationi anid training: prodLiciUg the as wve shall see below-had problems similar to those of
types of educariona)l aciviiies thar equip individukls- stare enterprises. The solt.tion, although not the same,
economiically, socially, and politically-for the societies In will involve some of the same elements-for example,
which they live (exterinal efficiency): runing schools and incentives to efficiency and greater responsiveness to con-
other institutioLIs dS efficiently as possible (internal effi- sumer demand. As explained below, the second reason
cieincy); adti fiancing educationi n wavs that are botli fair wh-, reforiml is needed is that the inherited system has
and efficient ma jor deficieicies in termls of supporting a market svstem.

Education reform is urgent because the erosion of a
Iniitial conditioiS coLuItLrV's humani capital imposes high downstream costs.
Under central planniiig the CEE LoLintries and tihe Soviet III-educated people make up a large proportion of the
Unioni were well-educated societies, with almost universal unlleliployed and the poor. Fortunately, there is good
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evidence that higher enrollments and a rapid response of choose which technique to use to solve a new problem.
the education system to changing labor markets pay divi- Although this hierarchy of skills was recognized through-
dends: such factors explain a significant part of the higher out the centrally planined economies, in many the upper
growth rates of the high-performing East Asian econo- end-that involving independent, critical thought-was
mies in recent decades. In transition economies a shortage regarded as seditiotis. Figure 8.1 illustrates, in terms of
of necessary skills hampers enterprise restrucCUrinig and these three dimensions, both the strengths of the old sys-
privatization. tem and the need for change. Mathematics and science

In China a serious problem is provision of social ser- scores of children in the NIS, Hungary, and Slovenia are
vices, which has stagnated in China's poorest regions. considerably above the international average. Clearly these
Edticarional achievement in these areas is deplorable, and, countries have successful educationi systems. However,
as discussed below, so is health stamts. In the poorest children in these countries, in comparison with their
towns and villages half the boys, and in some minoriry counterparts in Canada. France, Israel, and the United
areas nearly all the girls, do not attend school and will not Kingdom, do better on tests of how much they know than
attain literacy. Only thirty of the seventy' school-age chil- on tests that ask them to apply that knowledge in new cir-
dren in a poor village in Tongxin County attendl eleinen- cumstanices. These results suggest that the edticacion svs-
tary school; in another village in the same county nonoe of tems of centrallv planned and market economies were
the fifty children have attended school in the four years both effective in achieving their different objectives. They
since the local elementary school collapsed. also indicate the direction in which change is needed in

the systems of CEE and the NIS, both to help them con-
AdaptinSg education and trai'ning to the mnarket economy vert human capital to meet the demands of a market sys-
Education systems tinder central planning focused, on the tem and to fill in gaps in knowledge. Higher education
one hand, on teaching all students a ulliform interpreta- policy in China is increasingly facing similar problems.
nion of history and national purpose, and on the other, on Adapting the education package will not be easy (Table
mastery of fixed, specialized bodies of knowledge to be 8. 1). The gaps in the curriculum have led to missing con-
applied in narrowly defined jobs. Educationi therefore cepts and hence to missing words. "Efficiency," for exam-
emphasized conformity' for all and specialist expertise for ple. means something very different to a manager seeking
each. This philosophy rendered socialist education sys- only to comply with a central plan thani to one seeking to
tenis inadeqtlate to rhe needs of a market economy' in at boost profit and market share in a competitive system.
least three ways. First, although basic edIcatioln was in Although language adapts rapidly, missing concepts and,
many ways superior to that in many Western countries, as a restilt, missing words can still impede speedy and
subsequent training was too specialized from too early an effective transfer of knowledge and skills.
age. Poland's secondary technical schools taught about
300 occupational skills to meet the specific and fairly sta- Policy directions
tic demands of the central plan. In Germany. by contrast. 1'riorities for reform lie in three principal areas: finance,
about sixteen broad apprenticeship programs are available contenit, and delivery. The financing of education should
to sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds. Second, adLult education provide incentives for efficiency. One way is to allocate
and training, essential for job mobility in a market econ- public funds for training and higher education on1 the
onmy, was neglected because workers were expected to basis of enrollment, to make the system more responsive
remain in their first occupation throughout their working to demand-although such a policy needs ro be accom-
lives. Third. subjects such as economics, management sci- panied bv improved accountability, as discussed below.
ences, law, and psychologv-all of which feature promi- Training vouchers would allow workers to choose what
nently in market economies-were deemed irrelevant and kind of training to seek and where; this would improve
ignored or tinderemphasized. both occupational and geographical mobility. Reform of

Liberal market economies also use education to trains- education financing is important not simply becaLise it
mit cultural, political, and nationlal values as well as supports more efficient management of schools (internal
knowledge and skills. In sharp contrast with education efficiency) but also because it can improve the content of
Linder central planninig, however, their systems emphasize education (external efficiency) by empowering consumers
personal responsibility, intellectual freedom, and problem- to demand the education and training they need. A sepa-
solving skills. rate issue is to ensure that funding improves access-a

The skills tllat studenits acquire through their educa- major problenm in rural China. Governmiient muist accept
don can be assessed alonlg three dimensions: the ability to responsibility for guaranteeing access to quality education;
solve a known class of problem; the ability to apply a this may reqtmire interregional transfers to help offset
given technique to a new problem; and the ability to widening regional disparities (see Chapters 4 and 7).
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Socialist education emphasized accumulating knowledge rather than applying it.

Figure 8.1 Science and mathematics test performance of children in selected transition
and established market economies

Score

10

8

Israel
Canada

6 France

Hungary
United Kingdom

4
Former Soviet Union

2

Slovenia

Mean for _
19 countries

-2

Awareness of facts Application of facts Use of knowledge
in an unanticipated

circumstance

Note: Data are deviations from the overall mean, tor a sample of nineteen countries, of test results of nine- and thirteen-year-olds on the
second International Assessment of Educational Progress, conducted in 1991. The countries shown are those whose performance was
above the sample mean. Source: Kovalyova 1994; for technical details see Education and Testing Service 1992a, 1992b.

New curricula are central to the reform of content, existing ones. Performanice incenitives for teachers and
especiallv in such subjects as economics and historv, both local adminlistrators should be strengthened, as shol11d the
to produce a more critical type of learninig and to adjust assessment of teachers. Finally, examinations need to be
schooling to changing needs and values. New textbooks reformed so that they test the capacitv to use knowledge
will be needed, and reformi should encoura,ge the develop- as well as to acctltllate it.

ment of a competitive commercial publishinig industrL'. Improvinig the deliver,v of educationi is a complex
This would allow replacinig the selection of textbooks process. It generally implies decentralizationl, to make
from a centrally determined list with a pluralist model education) more responsive to local needs; diversificatioll
that allows schiools, teachers, and pupils to choose for of suppl, inicluding private suppliers, to promote compe-
themselves. But perhaps Imlost imiiportanlt tO improving tition and thus efficiencv; and diversification of educa-
qualitv will be raisiig the accountability of educarors. tional practice. to enihanice individual choice. These ini-
This must start with training new teachers and retraining tiatives, however, requlire a major change in the role of the
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Table 8.1 Examples of needed changes in the education package

Component of the
education package Objecfive
Knowledge Preserve the achievements of the old system but rectify the earlier underemphasis on social sciences

and law.

Skills Assist the movement from specific skills to broader and more flexible skills better able to meet the
continually changing demands of a market economy.

Strengthen the ability to apply knowledge in new and unforeseen circumstances.

Attitudes Strengthen the idea that the initiatives of workers and of others are rewarded.
Assist the understanding that employing workers (subject to suitable regulation) is not exploiting them

but giving them an opportunity to earn a living.
Assist the understanding that business has its place in society and hence that profits are needed to

provide an engine of growth.

Values In line with the changed relationship between the citizen and the state, encourage the understanding
that citizens need to take responsibility for their actions, including their choices about education.
work, and lifestyle.

Foster the understanding that freedom of expression is an essential and a constructive component of
a pluralist society governed by consent.

state. which has to establish a framilework that includes percent to about 80 percent. And schools can now choose
methods of fundillg accreditatioll of providers, and mon- their textbooks, althlough shortages make it ditficult for
itoring of quality, particularly in poor areas. teachers to follow the new curricula.

Yet alth_ough the contenit of lessons iimav have changed.
Pirogress to d'ate the mannler ini which they are taughlt has not. Old meth-
Transitioni countries have made some progress toward ods persist througWhout the region and will doubtless take

these goals. but muchi remainis to be done. During the time to change. The challenge is daunting. But no educa-
early stages of transition education reform in CEE and the tion syscemii can hope to foster choice. autonomy, and
NIS, understandably perhaps, was not a high priority. As accouliltabilitv in society as a whole without first acquiring
Chapter 7 noted, fiscal and political pressures prompted these characteristics itself.

central (governments to decentralize muIch of the financingh
of education. But local governments generaliy had even
fewer resources than central governmtent. Real spending Health care consumes a significanlt share of resources in all
on education fell, vet little effort was made to reduce over- cotiirries, and the debate over access to and the cost of
staffing, with the result that a growing share of education quality care inspires strong emotions everywhere. I'lTe
spending now goes toward teachers' salaries. There has primairv objective of healcit policy is to improve citizens'
beenl both a tremendous declinie re ,ionwide in the provi- healthi, withiln a budget constraint. Several subsidiary
ston of preschool educaRion, with potentially devastarinig objectives follow from this twofold obligation: equitable
consequenices for the learning ability of large numbers of access to health care; producing the quantity, quality, and
childreni, atid a decline in access to compulsoIr education mix of health interventions (including preventive care and
in the less affluenlt countries, particularly For minlorities. health education) that brin, about the greatest improve-

The state sector, and its secondary vocational and tech- menit in healthi (external efficiency); running medical
nical training programs in particular, responded slowly to institutions as efficiently as possible (internal efficiency);
the arrival of a market economy. As a consequence mainy' and financinig health interventions in wa's that are effi-
graduates now feed the lines of Utnetisployed. On rhe pos- cient and eqllitable.
itive side, new instirtirions have sprung Lip (maniy of them
private), especially in the reachin-g of social sciences and Iittial codidtiots andprogress to diate
business administration, partly becatise of risin;, rertrns to M,anV of the CEE coultrries and the NIS face a healti
these disciplines. Most of the CEE coultlties and NIS problem associated with transition itself, superimposed on
have revised their curricula, especiallyI in history and the a longer-term problem. Bv the mid- 1960s life expectancy
social sciences. Decentralization has also occurred: in Rus- in the CEE countries was only one to two vears shorter
sia, for example, the centially determined part of the pri- than that in the industrial marker economies, and the gap
marxv and seconidarv ctrritCtltiL was reduced from 1)0 seemed to he closing. Thereafter, however, the gap started
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to increase, strikingly so for middle-aged adults, as health health policies, were largely due to rising inconme and what
outcomes increasingly lagged behind progress elsewhere. that means for diet, education, access to clean water and
By the late 1980s Hungarian men aged fifteen to fifty- sanitation, and the like. Recent analysis, however, suggests
nine stood a greater risk of dying than their counterparts that these gains, at least as indicated by mortality rates for
in Zimbabwe, and the risk of death in Czechoslovakia was children under age five, tailed off sometime in the early
higher than in Vietnam. By the mid-1980s niortality rates 1980s. By tle late 1980s China had actually fallen behind
from heart disease among forty-five- to fifty-four-year-old countries at similar income levels. In addition, the inci-
men in Czechoslovakia were double those in Austria; dence of noncommunicable diseases is rising rapidly. The
thirty years earlier the rates had been mtIch the same. death rate from lung cancer (70 percent of Chinese males

What has happened to health during transition? Two smoke) is rising by 4.5 percent a year and that of deaths
conclusions emerge: rapid reform is not necessarily detri- related to hypertension by 8.7 percent a year.
mental to health indicators, but slow reform or the In rural China a share of communal production used to
absence of reform does little to impede a long-run deteri- be set aside to finanice collective needs, including primary
oration. In many of the NIS the long-run trend toward health care, vaccination, birth control, and maternal health
xvorsening mortality has accelerated since transition care. The downturi in China's health performance relarive
began, particularly for men. The sharp decline in men's to its income level coincided with agricLIltural reforms that
life expectancy in Russia between 1990 and 1994 was the reduced the ability of the village to tax peasants. A svstem
most dramatic shift of all (Box 8.1). Bv contrast, infant of cost recover' rapidly replaced tax funding, creating gen-
mortality and life expectancy irnproved in the advanced eral problems of access. Infant and maternal mortality rates
reformers (Table 1.1). In Poland between 1989 and 1995, in rural areas are 50 to 100 percent greater than the
infant mortality fell from 19.1 to 13.4 per 1,000 live nationial average. Problems are particularly severe for the
births, and life expectancy increased by one year for men rural poor (more than one in four referred to hospitals by
and six months for women. The picture is mixed in the village doctors never go because of high cost), and greater
other reform groups. The number of low-birthweighr still in the poorest townships and villages-among the
babies has risen sharply in Bulgaria, Romania, and the poorest quarter of the population, for example, the infant
Slovak Republic from a combinationi of poor diet, stress, mortalitv rate is 3.5 times greater than among city dwellers.
smoking, and excess alcohol consumptioni during preg-
nancy-all risk factors that have increased dtiring transi- Io1itY options
tion. In FYR Macedonia declining levels of basic imu- How CAN HEAL] H BE IMPROVED? Fotir groups of fac-
nizationi in 1991 led to a striking increase in the incidenice tors influence a person's health: income, lifest,yle. environ-
of measles during 1992 and 1 993. mental pollution and occupational risks, and the quality of

Maternal mortality improved dramatically in CEE available health care. Experts agree that income and
between 1990 and 1995 but worsened slightly in the NIS, lifestyle are by far the most important: thus the causes of
where mortality rates are now about four times above the health outconmes go well beyond the health sector.
European average. The Central Asian republics experi- Lifestvle choices are clearly the key to improving
enced a dramatic deterioration betweeni 1988 and 1991. hiealth. The single largest contributor to the health gap
Some of the apparent worsening may simply be rhe result between Eastern and Western Europe is cardiovascular
of improved data collection (see Box 4.1). The major and cerebrovascular disease-heart attacks and strokes-
caLises. however, include the lack of contraceptioni. high for which the main risk factors include excessive alcohol
rates of abortion, deteriorating socioeconomic conditions, conIsumllption, smoking, obesity, unhealthy diet, and lack
inadequate health services, and the indiscriminiate use of of exercise. All these factors are more prevalent in CEE
pesticides and chemical fertilizers in agrictilture. Of these, and the NIS than in industrial mairket economies. And
abortions are a particularly severe problem, and illegal the single most importanit factor, smoking. is far more
abortions an even greater one. The most obvious remedies prevalenit: in the third quarter of 1'995 Lithuanians spent
include improved education, especially for girls and young 4 percent of GDP on alcohol and tobacco, compared with
womeni, a greater emplhasis on preventive measures-such 2.1 percent on healrh care. As clsewhere, policies to
as contraception, screening for cervical and breast cancer, redtice these risk factors in transition countries include
and updated obstetrical practices-healthier lifestyles, and taxation to discourage consumption of alcohol, tobacco,
the promotion of breastfeeding. and unhealthy foods: removal of food stibsidies that dis-

The story in China has generally been very different, tort food prices in favor of unhealthy diets: and legislation
although parallels are now beginning to emerge. The on alcohol, tobacco advertising, and food labeling. Also
health status of the Chinese people by the end of the 1 970s important are pLiblic education programs to inform the
was remarkably good for a counttry at China's inconme population about diet (specifically, the benefits of reduced
level. These gains, althoughl partly the result of soulid consunmption of alcohol and fat, and of increased
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Box 8.1 Is transition a killer?

More Russians are dying during transition. Male life going through the greatest socioeconomic shock are
expectancy fell by six years benveen 1990 and 1994 starting to see mortality, rates rise. These results are
(from sixty-four to fifty-eight; see figure) and that of consistent with those from studies of equity and health
women by three years (from seventy-four to seventy- in the United Kingdom over the past thirty vears.
one). Early evidence suggests that the decline may now Two factors can be suggested as at least partial con-
have stabilized: in 1995 men's life expectancy was tributors. The first is substance abuse-alcohol and
unchanged, whiile women's actually rose by a year. The illicit drugs. Alcohol consumptioni was significantly
largest increase in mortality (about 50 percent) was reduced during President Mikhail Gorbachev's cam-
among men aged twenty-five to fifty-four; the rise for paign to curb abuse during 1985-88, but the relaxation
the older men in that group was mainly due to an of that campaign in the late 1980s coincided with rising
increase in cardiovascular disease, and that for younger mortality, including through accidents, alcohol poison-
men mainly to accidents, suicide, substance abuse, and ing, and increased fatalities among those already suffer-
murder. Russian adult mortality is now 10 percent ing fromi cardiovascular disease. The second factor, less
higher than that in India. Similar if less dramatic well documented but supported by extensive observa-
increases in mortality have occurred in the other Euro- tion, is a decline in the quality of and access to nmedical
pean NIS. In contrast, life expectancy has increased in care over the past five years, which has increased mor-
the advanced reformers in CEE (Table 1.1). tality among those with serious injuries and cardiovas-

Defective data are unlikely to be a major explana- cular emergencies. Transition may have aggravated
tion. A second explanation-that transitioni itself is a both sets of influences. It is not difficult to imagine a
direct cause-is the subject of continuing investiga- causal link between declining living conditions, stress,
tion. But increasing indirect evidence links economic and alcohol consumption. Deterioration in law enforce-
hardship with declining health. EIarly results from a ment, particularly with respect to alcohol production
Hungarian study suggest that poor regions and those and road safety, further increases the risk of injury.

Male life expectancy and death rates from injury and cardiovascular disease in Russia

Life expectancy Death rates

Years Deaths per 100,000 population
66 1,200

64 -1,000

62 800 Crivsua

60 - 600 disease

58 400-

56 200 Injury

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995

Note: "Injury' includes deaths caused by accident, assault, poisoning, and suicide. Source: World Bank data.
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consumption of fruit and vegetables), exercise, and the mainagers tlherefore have an incentive to keep a large num-
risks of smoking and other dangerous behavior. ber of beds, preferably empty ones. Public health programs

Pollution and occupational risks are also widesprcad in are poorly structriued. and modern methods of quality con-
CEE and the NIS. Severe environmental pollution, in trol are absent. There is little consumer choice and little
particular air pollution, is largely' the result of these coun- accoulitability. Citizens are still considered the passive
tries' heavy tise of hydrocarbon energy sources. In the recipients of state-run health services rather than active
"Black Triangle," where Germany, the Czech Republic, participants in efforts to improve their lifestyle.
and Poland meet, about 6.5 million people are exposed to Addressing these problems means reforming the quan-
extremely polluted air. Air pollution may' explain[ around tin', miiix, and quality of health services. When national
9 percent of the Czech Republic's health gap with Austria. income is declining-as it did in every' CEE country and
Cleanup will be neither easy nor cheap. On the other the NIS in the early stages of reform-the health sector
hand, health is damaged more by cigarette smoke thani bv will almost inevitably shrink. This makes it all the more
smokestacks; individual beliavior is crucial. Unihealtihy important to adjust the Ilix of health spending away from
living environmienits and behavioral risk factors both highly specialized care toward more basic and outpatient
afflict the poor and the undereducated disproportionately. care and toward public. ocCLipational, and environmental
It is the poorest-because they have the fewest choices- health services; this will require closure of unnecessary
who live in the shadow of belching chimineys and in cold, facilities or rheir conversion to other Lises. Hun.gar', for
damp homes. As with other social policies, closing the gap example, is planninig to elhnimiate 20,000 hospital beds
in health will mean focusing on the most disadvantaged during 1995 and 1996. Countries also need to make major
groups, disseminating information ro them and maintain- efforts to boost the quality of care, including by upgrading
ing their access to health care. and modernilzinig skills. Self-regulation of the medical pro-

Health services under the old regime in CEE and tlhe fession-an important component of civil society-can
NIS were strong on preventive health care, especially in increase quality. So too can greater competition betveen
providn Maintainino p roviders, and in particular private, nonprofit providers,
this impressive record have received too little attentioni. often organized bv NCOs.
Preventive health efforts need to focus on control of com- As the economy starts growing again, policvmakers
municable diseases but are threatencd in some couLItries have to devise a strategy to allow the health sector to grow
by' problems in vaccine production, ptirchase. and deliv- in a conrrolled wav, both to prevent an explosion in health
ery. Improving edtIcation and prevcntive services for spendilng and to case efforts to adjust the overall mix of
womeni and their babies is an effective way to improve medical activities toward prevcintive and basic health care.
overall health and avoid ulllnecessary medical expeniditure. Scveral coulitries are already experiencing pressures to
This is not to say that curative health services-primarv increase medical spendinig sharply. particularly that on
health care and hospitals-should be neglected. Althoughi high-technology care. This is a comimiionI problem for
they have a smaller direct impact on life expectancy than health policy worldwide. Even though the best w*ay to
public health measures, well-being should be assessed not improve health is through improved lifestyles, preventive
only in terms of length of life, but also in terms of its qual- measures, and basic health care, the medical profession
ity: a hip replacemilenit or the removal of a cataract does tends to be more interested in the hospital sector and state-
little to increase life expectancy but can make a huge dif- of-the-art techniques. The medical lobby is well placed to
ference to one's enjoyment of life. steer policy in the CEE countries and the NIS because, in

How I( IMIPROVF HEAI-I1H CARE D)JEIVRY. Curative contrast with most market economies, the health minister
health services in CEE and the NIS retain most of the inef- is often a physician. as are many parliamentarians. As a
ficiencies ihilerited from central planning. In the NIS peo- result, the ministry of health can easily become the min-
pie can admit themselves to hospitals, and many enter for istry of the healthi profession. Here, as elsewhere, policy-
long stays for noniclilical reasons (in) RLIssia 21 percent of makers ignore at their peril the politics of reform.
the population spent time in the hospital in 1993, com- FINANCING HEALIH CARE. How slhould transition
pared with 16 percent in the industlial market economies coulitries pay for their healtlh care? Market economies
and around 10 percent in middle-incomie couLntries). Hos- choose among fotir approaclies. Out-of-pocket payment,
pitals have too many doctors, who are poorly paid and the main form of health finanice until this centLry', re-
often poorly trained. Rigid budgeting systems give man- mains so today in the very poorest coulitries, which have
agers neither the incentive nor the freedom to use resotirces neither the tax revenues for pLiblic funding nor the insti-
efficiently. For example, funding of hospitals is related to tutional capaciry for insurance. Private, for-profit isur-
inputs, such as the number of beds, rather than to treat- ance is important in many developing couLIntries but
ment given or-best of all--to health outcomiies: hospital amon,g the industrial counitries only in the United States.
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Social insurance is the main source of health finance in adopted annual spending caps. An alternative approach.
many countries, including Argentina, Chile, Germany, capitation. pays providers a fixed amount per patient per
the Republic of Korea, and Uruguay, whereas tax Funding year. This iiethod is excellent at containing, costs but less
is the principal source in many others, including Den- good at maintaining service quality: doctors have an in-
mark, Nonvay, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and many centive to accept as many healthy patients as possible and
countries in Latin America, the Middle East, and North then to see each as little as possible. The primary care
Africa. Reliance on public funding is not accidental. Tech- systems of some counltries (Romania is an example) pay
nical advances have made much medical care too costly for doctors through a mix of capitation and fee-for-service,
most people to pay for out of pocket; this implies the need encouraging cost containment across most services but
for some form of insurance. A purely private insurance rewarding particIlar activities.
system, however, can lead to gaps in coverage (because of Paying medical providers has triggered a series of prob-
uninsurable risks) and to exploding costs. The United leins in CEE and the NIS, not the least of which is run-
States exemplifies both problems: despite high public med- away expenditures. In 1992 the Czech Republic intro-
ical spending about 17 percent of U.S. citizens below re- duced fee-for-service payment without the necessarv
tirement age were uninsured in 1994, vet total medical regulatorv structLire to cap medical spending, resulting in
spending that year absorbed over 14 percent of GDP, a an enrirely predictable-and entirely predicted-spend-
much higher fraction than in any comiiparable countnr (the ing overrun. Most countries have yet to sort out the
figure for the United Kingdom is 7 percent). To contain proper relationship between the public and the private
costs and promote access, the industrial market economies sector. The private sector will supply health services oniv
have increasingly financed health care through taxation, for a profit, and this raises questions about the extent to
social insurance, or a mixture of the two. which public funding should be a source of private profit.

Many of the transition economies, including Croatia, Furtire reforms of provider payment ought to have
the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungcary, the Kyrgyz three central components. First, it is necessary to develop
Republic, Latvia. FYR Macedonia, Russia, the Slovak new payment systems that create incentives for efficient
Republic, and Slovenia, have already switched from taxes service delivery, for example by basing reimbursemenit as
to social insurance to pay for health care, and many oth- far as possible on health outcomes rather than the amount
ers are considering doing so. This shift has caused prob- of diagnostic activity or treatment administered. Second,
lems, not least because the same prerequisites for sustain- a framework is needed for monitoring quality and access
able social insurance outlined in Chapter 4 apply when it and for tight control of spending. Third, policymakers
is being used to fund health care. First, structural deficits must seek financing mechanisms that stimnilare competi-
arise because workers' contributionis subsidize the nonac- tion among providers, both public and private.
tive population, including penisioners (who consume large China faces difficult problems of health finance in
amounts of health care). Second, substantial reliance on both urban and rural areas. Like income transfers, urban
payroll taxes has increased labor costs and aggravated health finance is based on the enterprise; the Anshan Iron
incentives to work in the informal sector (in Hungary, for and Steel Works, with 400,000 employees, has not oniv
example. as described in Box 4.4). Third, some govern- its own hospital but its own medical school. This ties
ments have lost control of spending, because contribu- workers to enterprises. In rural areas, as discussed earlier,
tions and expenditure are determined separately by a more the major problem is to finance health care in a way that
or less autonomous health insurance ftind. assists access to medical care.

Alongside the question of how to raise resources is a Health finance in Vietnam also faces severe problems.
second and separate issue: how to pay doctors, hospitals, Houselhold spending on health care is high, but there is
and other providers. A number of approaches are used, no systemil to assist the poorest. Without a clearly defined
none of them perfect. Payment on a fee-for-service basis government role, the private sector has remained largely
creates an incentive to oversupply: the doctor has an unregulated. Ill effects include health care of variable
incentive to prescribe more treatment and if the insur- qLialitv and pharmaceuticals available without prescrip-
ance company pays most of the costs, the patient has no tion. For both reasons, spending on private pharmaceuti-
incentive to refuse. The resulting cost explosion has been cals has exploded.
a problem in almost all countries where fee-for-service is a
significant part of health finance. However, carefullv The big picture: How to make fitnlding and
designed and regulated fee-for-service, rogether with a deliveiy compatible
global budget cap for medical spending, can help raise Experience from a cross-section of countries yields some
efficiency and contain costs at che same time. For precisely clear lessons for cransition countries on how to ensure that
this reason, many countries (Canada is an example) have the means used to finance health care do not clash with
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rhe means of delivery. First, access and cost containment EnsLirinig hiat all citizens are able to enjoy and conitribute
are both assisted bv a substanitial relianice on public rather to long-tcrimi economic growtNh will require coming to
than private ftinding. Second, health services can be dcliv- grips wich the.se failings. In the health sector. policyniak-
ered effectively bhv private providers for profit. by private ers must focus first on better allocation of resources:
noniprofit providers (often NGOs), bh the public sector. expendittires should be shifted from specialized services
or by a combiniation of these. Third, differenit approaches toward preveritive care and encotiraging heialthiler life-
to ftinding and the different types of delivery caninot he styles. Anothier priority, particularly in rtiral China and
mixed indiscriminately. One compatible package is tax Vietnam, must be to ensure universal access to basic
ftindiig of health care produceti, often on a decenitralized health services. Better allocation of existing inptits will
basis, by the state. Another is mainly ptiblic ftindinig plts also be critical to upgrading education, althouighi hiere the
privare, fee-for-service prodtiCtion plis regtilation to Con- nceed to develop a demand-led svstem of provision is even
taim expendittire. The last element is critical. stronger than in healthi. The ingredients for d healthy pop-

The agenda ulation are mtuch the same tlider any economic system,
btit what counts as good edtIcation changes radically with

Like the economy-widle productionl appiarattis they were the move fiom plain to market. Reforimers must locus on
btiilt to support. health and educationi systemIls linder ceCI- deveiopiig an edtIcationi systemil that is more responsive to
tral planningx were strong on accLiillationi but highly demanid, and that teaches people to think for themselves
inefficient and unresponsive to changes in people's needs. and to adapt to changinLg market circumstaLnces.


